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     “ELYSIUM”

 

PARADISO
 

‘PARADISO’, Italian for “Paradise” or “Heaven”, is the third and final part of Dante’s Divine 

Comedy, following the Inferno and the Purgatorio. It is an allegorical telling of Dante’s journey 

through Heaven. Guided by Beatrice, who symbolizes theology. In the poem, Paradise is 

depicted as a series of concentric spheres surrounding the Earth, as a representation of 

the soul’s ascent to God. This telling journey is enhanced and explored in REY’s title piece 

‘PARADISO’.

Achieving the appropriate perspective to create ‘PARADISO’ based on the poem, an exciting 

collaboration with the acclaimed aerial photographer MERR WATSON from Australia, was 

born.  REY takes the images from an array of WATSON’S paradisiacal settings and transforms 

them into unique pieces of contemporary art.

Movement is a key component of REY’S work giving tremendous energy and a beautiful 

flow throughout each of the pieces, enhancing the emotional connection with the viewer. 

Much in the same way VAN GOGH’S bold, dramatic brush strokes expressed a huge amount 

of emotion and movement in his works, REY explores a similar sentiment in a modern 

contemporary presentation. Examining REY’S artwork closely, the process he applies to his 

artwork creates strokes much like that created by a brush, but with an intensified connection 

of colour tonation.

Upscaling their size to mesmerizing wall sized prints of up to three meters across and working 

in a true 16 bit colour palette (65,536 tones) to produce stunning image gradations, REY 

gives us an entirely new and original style of art creation, bringing with it new perspectives to 

the world around us in a series of limited edition prints.



 
 

THE ARTIST
 

REY’S creative journey began at a young age, initially being signed to BritArt, (later acquired 

by Eyestorm), at the age of 21. During this early portion of his career, REY was creating and 

selling abstract fine art photography prints. REY then moved his creative talents to leading a 

production company working with a multitude of celebrities and iconic brands from all over 

the world.   

Returning to the art scene with a wealth of production skills and digital imaging expertise, REY 

brings a fresh look of abstract photography to the art world. 

REY takes us on a journey through his work, to blur the lines between known dimensions, 

creating unique artworks to represent the transcendence of energy flows into the QUANTUM 

and beyond. Deeply inspired by the work of Dr Joe Dispenza in the field, REY takes original 

captured photographs and transforms the subjects through various digital painting techniques 

and artistic effects, to produce breathtaking pieces of large format art.

The great grandson of the eminent scientist Gordon Miller Bourne Dobson, CBE, who was 

instrumental in the discovery of the hole in the ozone layer, he has always enjoyed a talented 

grasp of technology and been fascinated by the science behind the known and unknown 

world.  The Dobson Unit, a measure of the density of Ozone in the air, is still used by NASA 

and all major meteorology bodies to this day.

Celebrating the work of his great grandfather who also used imaging as a vital part of his 

work.  REY is currently working on a new collection entitled ‘ATMOSPHERE’.



     “ARCADIA”

 

AUTHENTICITY
 

Each of REY’s hand crafted artworks is available in a limited edition of 24 ultra high definition 

lamda prints, individually marked for their authenticity as part of the series.



1 - ELYSIUM

The opening creation of PARADISO, 

presents stunning magnetic ocean 

blues and swept beach colours.

Strokes of powerful movement define 

the piece, representing the flow of 

water. Produced from an aerial image 

taken in Byron Bay, Australia, during the 

golden hour, the artwork has a magical 

glow to it, akin to the scene itself.

SPECIFICATION:

Lambda UHD C-Type Print (24 Editions)

    - Medium - 40” x 20” / 1m x 0.5m

    - Large - 80” x 40” / 2m x 1m

    - Extra Large - 160” x 60” / 3m x 1.5m

SOURCE:





2 - TERRA

Created from an image taken in the 

Seychelles, off the coast of East Africa, 

an iconic tropical paradise with endless 

palm trees and turquoise blue waters. 

Captured in the golden hour, the 

beautiful glow transmits through all 

the colours to create a rich, vibrant 

presentation, where trees, sand and 

water all meet. 

SPECIFICATION:

Lambda UHD C-Type Print (24 Editions)

     - Medium - 40” x 20” / 1m x 0.5m

     - Large - 80” x 40” / 2m x 1m

     - Extra Large - 160” x 60” / 3m x 1.5m

SOURCE:





3 - ASCENT

Striking lines of movement ascend the 

piece, as moments of colour flow in and 

out to represent the oceans movement.

Produced from an image captured in 

Eserance, Western Australia, known 

for its calm crystal clear waters and 

dominating granite boulders, the artwork 

exhibits this powerful juxtaposition as it 

transcends through its central darkness.

SPECIFICATION:

Lambda UHD C-Type Print (24 Editions)

    - Medium - 26” x 34” / 0.7m x 0.9m

    - Large - 40” x 52” / 1m x 1.3m

    - Extra Large - 60” x 80” / 1.5m x 2m

SOURCE:





4 - REACH

Strong flows of movement across the 

piece eminate the power of the ocean 

against the defending rocks of the land.

Created from an image captured in 

Indjidup Beach, Western Australia, in the 

early morning golden hours, the location 

is known for its rugged coastlines and 

torrential waters.  

SPECIFICATION:

Lambda UHD C-Type Print (24 Editions)

     - Medium - 40” x 20” / 1m x 0.5m

     - Large - 80” x 40” / 2m x 1m

     - Extra Large - 160” x 60” / 3m x 1.5m

SOURCE:





5 - ISLE

Layers of movement project across 

the piece to represent the merging 

segments of ocean, sand and trees.

Produced from an image taken on Mahe 

Island in the Seychelles during the late 

golden hour, the piece resonates an eye 

catching glow out of the void. 

SPECIFICATION:

Lambda UHD C-Type Print (24 Editions)

    - Medium - 20” x 20” / 0.5m x 0.5m

    - Large - 40” x 40” / 1m x 1m

    - Extra Large - 60” x 60” / 1.5m x 1.5m

SOURCE:





6 - PARADISO

‘PARADISO’, Italian for “Paradise” or 

“Heaven”, is the third and final part 

of Dante’s Divine Comedy, following 

the Inferno and the Purgatorio. It is an 

allegorical telling of Dante’s journey 

through Heaven. Guided by Beatrice, 

who symbolizes theology, in the poem, 

Paradise is depicted as a series of 

concentric spheres surrounding the 

Earth, the poem’s representation of the 

soul’s ascent to God. 

SPECIFICATION:

Lambda UHD C-Type Print (24 Editions)

     - Medium - 20” x 20” / 0.5m x 0.5m

     - Large - 40” x 40” / 1m x 1m

     - Extra Large - 60” x 60” / 1.5m x 1.5m

SOURCE:





7 - ARCADIA

Strong arcs of movement and energy 

transverse the artwork, representing 

the ocean’s waves reaching the beach 

towards the centre of the piece.

 

Created from an image taken in Cape 

Tribulation, Australia, where part of the 

Great Barrier Reef is located. It was shot 

during sunrise to create a magical glow, 

which transmits across the whole piece

 

SPECIFICATION:  

Lambda UHD C-Type Print (24 Editions)

    - Medium - 40” x 20” / 1m x 0.5m

    - Large - 80” x 40” / 2m x 1m

    - Extra Large - 160” x 60” / 3m x 1.5m

SOURCE: 





8 - SANCTUM

Concentric arcs emerge from the void 

to give an eminating calmness to the 

piece, enhanced by soft golden hues.

Produced from an image taken at Cape 

Tribulation, Australia, at first light, full of 

warmth from the rising sun.

SPECIFICATION:

Lambda UHD C-Type Print (24 Editions)

     - Medium - 20” x 20” / 0.5m x 0.5m

     - Large - 40” x 40” / 1m x 1m

     - Extra Large - 60” x 60” / 1.5m x 1.5m

SOURCE: 





9 - HAVEN

Smooth, rolling waves of movement 

traverse the artwork creating a sense 

of serenity, with warm tones of sunlight 

emerging across turquouse blue waters.

Produced from an image captured in 

Denmark, Western Australia, one of its 

coastal gems, the final light of the day 

bursts through the clouds and across 

the ocean, in a stunning coastline scene.

SPECIFICATION

Lambda UHD C-Type Print (24 Editions)

    - Medium - 40” x 20” / 1m x 0.5m

    - Large - 80” x 40” / 2m x 1m

    - Extra Large - 160” x 60” / 3m x 1.5m

SOURCE:





10 - AVALON

Powerful strokes of motion rise through 

the artwork to represent waves of water 

ascending to land.

Created from an image taken in Byron 

Bay, Australia, iconic for its blue waters 

and stunning coastlines, the piece 

transmits a strong flow of energy 

between the ocean and land. 

SPECIFICATION

Lambda UHD C-Type Print (24 Editions)

     - Medium - 26” x 34” / 0.7m x 0.9m

     - Large - 40” x 52” / 1m x 1.3m

     - Extra Large - 60” x 80” / 1.5m x 2m

SOURCE:





11 - DEPTHS

One of the most powerful pieces in 

the series PARADISO, a strong flow of 

energy ascends from each side of the 

artwork, closely representing the flow of 

the ocean.

Produced from a photograph captured 

off Mahe Island in the Seychelles, famed 

for its sublime crystal clear, turquoise 

waters, with a radiant reflection of light  

giving it a ‘dreamscape’ feel.

SPECIFICATION

Lambda UHD C-Type Print (24 Editions)

    - Medium - 40” x 20” / 1m x 0.5m

    - Large - 80” x 40” / 2m x 1m

    - Extra Large - 160” x 60” / 3m x 1.5m

SOURCE:





12 - AZURE

The final piece of the series, combines 

beautiful azure water tones and forest 

accents. Accentuating tones of colour 

propel with movement throughout the 

the piece.

Produced from an image taken 

before sunset on Siargao Island in the 

Phillippines, capturing a beautiful blue 

lagoon framed by tropical vegetation.

SPECIFICATION:

Lambda UHD C-Type Print (24 Editions)

     - Medium - 20” x 20” / 0.5m x 0.5m

     - Large - 40” x 40” / 1m x 1m

     - Extra Large - 60” x 60” / 1.5m x 1.5m

SOURCE:
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